
 

British Library PhD placement scheme – project profile: 

Privy Council Appeal Cases 
Reference: 2017-11-SIM 

 
Supervisor Jon Sims, Content Specialist, Humanities & Social Sciences 

Department, Location Research Services, St Pancras, London 

Start date/timeframe Anytime in the period May 2017-May 2018 

Duration  3 months (or part-time equivalent – see below) 
For a part-time placement, the number of days per week the student would spend on site at 
the Library could be agreed with the supervisor in advance. 

Remote-working Some elements of remote working would be feasible for this placement, if 
needed – to be agreed with the supervisor in advance. 

 
Context for placement 

The British Library is in the early stages of developing strategy for a new department – Research Services. 
Some of the services that we are currently developing in this context focus on making our collections more 
clearly visible or remotely available to certain research audiences. One area of focus has been on resources 
and researchers at the intersection of legal history and socio-legal studies. The placement seeks to develop the 
online visibility and traction of a key resource in this area – our collections relating to appeal cases heard by 
the judicial committee (JCPC) of the Privy Council. We are keen to make relevant research content more visible 
and to explore new methods of interacting with the metadata and answering research questions from that 
metadata. 
 

Expected tasks and outcomes 

The placement student will be asked to produce online content and to work towards the production of online, 
interactive data processing that facilitates exploration of the library’s collections relating to appeal cases heard 
by the judicial committee of the Privy Council. The exact tasks and outputs will be discussed during the 
selection and induction processes but it is envisaged that activities will be based on some or all of the following 
options. 
 
The student will be asked to produce publishable copy from a draft guide to the Library’s and other relevant 
collections of Privy Council Appeal Cases. They will use manuscript, India Office, Social Science reading rooms 
and specialist assistance to check facts and assertions made in the draft guide, and repurpose the refined 
content for web publication through various British Library and collaborator channels. The outputs may 
include a research guide or article, blog pieces or other formats to be discussed as part of the induction 
process with the supervisor in liaison with web communications staff. 
 
A further objective of the placement is to explore the utility of freely available or low-cost data processing 
tools. We are interested to know if such tools can be used as a means of exploring and presenting metadata 
relating to JCPC appeal cases in the pp1316 collection, probably the biggest British Library collection relating to 
JCPC appeals to create visual representations of the geographic distribution of appeal cases or of their 
duration. In undertaking this task, the placement student will be able to take into account existing published 
data such as judicial statistics as well as metadata collected in earlier stages of the project.  The placement 
supervisor will provide an induction to the relevant data sets.  
 
Alongside this aspect of the placement, a distinct part of the project will focus on the metadata of the pp1316.  
First, the student will have the opportunity to complete the preparation of a highly structured xl dataset of 
metadata on individual JCPC appeal cases. The student will then be asked to liaise with BL metadata 
professionals to assess whether elements of the metadata record for each appeal case should be included in 
the Library’s cataloguing system (Aleph). With appropriate training and induction, the student would be able 
to prepare the records accordingly for cataloguing staff. 
 
Depending on the demands of the above elements and the interests of the student, there would potentially be 
opportunities to undertake a short research project, of the student’s choice, relating to the pp1316 collection. 
The outcomes of this research could be published via blog posts on the Library’s website or potentially through 
short reports or an article to be disseminated to research audiences.  
 

Training and experience expected to be gained by student through the placement 

The placement offers hands-on and ‘behind the scenes’ training on the Library’s collections and catalogues. It 
also offers the opportunity to gain insights into the policy and operational landscapes of web publishing 



practice at the Library, how the Library develops related collaborations and builds communication channels 
with partner institutions and researchers.  
 
The student will gain first-hand experience of working with metadata in the context of a national library and 
cultural organisation, as well as experience of working with metadata as a research dataset in itself – an area 
of research that is increasingly seen as pertinent to both research and cultural audiences. 
 
During the placement, the student will have access to all appropriate staff training and public events offered 
by the Library. This may include, for example, events in the Library’s ‘Digital Scholarship’ and ‘21

st
 Century 

Curators’ staff training programmes, and events organised at the Library by the Alan Turing Institute. Particular 
support and expertise would be available through the Library’s digital scholarship team to assist with the data 
visualisation and data processing aspects of the placement.  
 
The student will be embedded within the work of the Research Services team and will have opportunities to 
attend team meetings, and gain broader insight into the work of the team, and how this relates to the work of 
curators and other colleagues with the Library’s manuscript and archival collections.  
 
Blog posts and the engagement with the research guide will provide opportunities for the student to develop 
their expertise in writing for different audiences.  
 

Required knowledge and skills 

The placement student must be competent in using basic MS Excel. The placement would particularly suit 
someone with an interest in digital humanities (or in digital research more broadly) but experience in this field 
is not critical as long as the candidate is able to demonstrate an ability to think about data in terms of its 
structural characteristics as part of a dataset. Specifically, some experience of data visualisation and/or 
knowledge of freely-available data processing packages would be an advantage, but is not essential as support 
will be provided.  
 

 

 


